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Home is where the heart and  
the crafted-with-love DIYs are.
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Rad to the Bone
Make no bones about it, this DIY is 
educational enough for a science  
fair project yet interesting enough  
for dino-mite decor. Lightly sketch  
the skeleton onto the cutout first  
(this counts as study time!), then  
fill it in with paint and mount it  
to a wood plaque.

Gold Standard
Three steps to a unicorn earring 
holder that dreams are made of: 
1) Paint—pearl paint gives a 
     lovely shimmer. 
2) Drill holes—use graph paper to 
    help with uniform spacing. 
3) Apply gold leaf accents—this is 
    where the magic happens.



Hang Time
No time (or desire) to wait for paint to 
dry? Here we used paper (on both the 
letters and the football) to add more 
interest and texture than paint alone 
would give. We went with wood-grain 
paper on the letters and football paper 
on the...well, the football.

Sign, Set, Hut
Ideal for signed keepsakes (like party, 
shower and wedding guestbooks), 
wood cutouts come in a variety of 
shapes for celebrating occasions of  
all kinds. A themed paint job (the  
field is a piece of art board) made  
this coach's retirement party one  
for the record books.
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Nautically Yours
Thanks to the fact that they're thin and 
lightweight, these wood cutouts make 
great additions to existing decor—like 
this life raft-inspired wreath (made by 
securing a smaller wreath inside a larger 
one with jute). A few dabs of glue hold 
the cutouts perfectly in place.

Map Artist
Jet setters and stay-at-home types alike 
can agree that maps make for unique, 
conversation-starting decor. Give yours 
interest and depth with wood-burned 
details and balsa wood accents—we 
cut pieces into the shapes of states that 
hold special memories.
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.


